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Abstract

Introduction

Autism has been highlighted as a pressing public health issue that may be ameliorated through the inclusion of animals in autism treatment services, also known as animal-assisted intervention. Over the past 20 years, only a few studies have empirically examined the impact of therapeutic interactions with animals for individuals with autism. A review of the existing literature indicates that incorporating animals into autism treatment practices may provide a motivating stimulus for individuals with autism to enhance social functioning. However, more rigorous investigation is critical before widespread implementation can be adopted. In this review, I explore the current literature on animal-assisted intervention for autism, synthesise relevant findings for clinical practice and present targeted directions for future research.

Conclusion

Research suggests positive social functioning outcomes for some children with autism following human-animal interaction. The use of animal-assisted intervention and service animals appear to provide a valuable addition to current autism treatment practices and therefore are worthy of further investigation.

Introduction

When people think of animal-assisted intervention (AAI), they often conjure images of children with autism who are magically healed after swimming with dolphins. Popular television programs, movies and books, glamorise a seemingly miraculous connection between people with autism and animals. One of the most famous cases is that of Temple Grandin. Despite an early diagnosis of severe autism, Grandin used her unique connection to animals to survive the social challenges of her youth and build a prosperous career as a world-renowned animal behaviourist. She posits that having autism gives her insight into the way animals think. This capacity has enabled her to revolutionise the cattle industry; she has successfully redesigned over half of the cattle handling facilities in the United States to be less stressful, more humane and more efficient.1 The question of whether individuals with autism such as Grandin have superior insight into the animal mind is the subject of ongoing debate and is beyond the scope of this paper. What is of interest is the impact that interacting with animals can have on the functioning and well-being of individuals with autism. Grandin proposes that for many individuals with autism, animals provide a safe haven for positive and supportive social interactions. Of her own experience with the challenges faced in school and in her social life as a child with autism, Grandin says, ‘Animals saved me… They kept me going’.1 Yet beyond Grandin’s experiences and the enchanting connection touted by popular media, what evidence exists to support the inclusion of animals in autism treatment services? This critical review discusses the current evidence and future directions in AAI for children with autism.
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Rationale for animals in autism intervention

Despite impairments in social interaction with humans that characterise autism, many individuals with autism report close and affectionate bonds with the companion animals in their lives. For example, in a case study design, McNicholas and Collis2 interviewed family members of three individuals with autism and found that although they demonstrated aggression and difficult behaviours towards humans, they were affectionate and attached to the family pets. This preference for animals over humans has also been demonstrated in an experimental setting, in which children with autism tended to prefer interacting with dogs over humans and other objects.3 In preliminary research in a naturalistic setting, Kršková et al.4 demonstrated that children with autism consistently preferred interacting with an unfamiliar animal (guinea pig) to an unfamiliar person; they also engaged in increased social interactions with their peers in the presence of the guinea pig. These findings have led to the speculation that social aversion in autism may be human-specific and does not extend to interaction with animals.
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There also appear to be noteworthy connections between the characteristic deficits of autism and the improvements associated with interacting with animals. Indeed, three key areas of impairment in autism—social functioning, social support and stress—have been highlighted as areas of improvement in human-animal interaction (HAI) research. The burgeoning field of research called HAI is defined as ‘the mutual and dynamic relationships between people and animals and the ways in which these interactions may affect physical and psychological health and well-being’6. With regard to social functioning, autism is primarily characterised by impairment in social interaction7; HAI research has demonstrated that interacting with animals may improve social and emotional development in children8, particularly through its influence on the neuro-peptide oxytocin, which regulates social cognition and behaviour9. Due to impairments in social functioning, children with autism often struggle to form social bonds and lack social support10; HAI research indicates that animals provide social support, both directly by reducing loneliness and providing companionship11 and indirectly by facilitating social encounters with fellow humans12. Following impairments in communication and social functioning, children with autism often lack appropriate coping mechanisms and are particularly vulnerable to stress12. HAI research provides robust physiological evidence for a stress-reducing effect of interacting with animals, such as reduced heart rate and blood pressure following contact with companion animals14 and reduced self-reported anxiety following animal-assisted therapy sessions15. Taken together, the HAI literature highlights key benefits from interacting with animals that may be particularly useful for individuals with autism.

**Current evidence**

Over the past 20 years, only a few studies have empirically examined the impact of interacting with animals for individuals with autism16. These studies primarily focus on social functioning outcomes and can be broken down into three categories: (1) therapy animals involved in AAI, (2) service animals that accompany individuals with autism in daily life and (3) companion animals or ‘pets’ in the homes of individuals with autism.

**Therapy animals**

Therapy animals are involved in AAI or ‘any intervention that intentionally incorporates animals as part of a therapeutic or ameliorative process or milieu’17. The use of AAI dates back to the late 18th century when animals were brought into mental health institutions to increase socialisation among patients18. Its current implementation has been related to positive treatment outcomes in a number of clinical populations, such as improved physical health and psychological well-being in Alzheimer’s disease patients19, increased social functioning in patients with schizophrenia20 and reduced aggressive and pathological behaviours among children with conduct disorder and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder21. For a general summary of the literature on AAI, see the paper published in 2010 by the author of this review22.

**Dogs and horses**

The majority of therapy animal studies have examined AAI with dogs. Reported outcomes from AAI with dogs have included decreases in social isolation and autistic behaviours23, increased playfulness, focus and social awareness24, increased language and social interaction25, as well as increased positive social behaviours and decreased negative problem behaviours26. Other studies have examined AAI with horses, which generally involve riding horses as well as engaging in care-related and grooming activities. Studies of AAI with horses have demonstrated increased sensory and social motivation and decreased inattention27, increased communication and social behaviours28 and increased motivation to engage in everyday activities29.

Taken together, the current literature indicates that AAI with domestic animals may improve some aspects of social functioning in children with autism. Yet, despite the unanimous positive outcomes reported, minimal conclusions can be drawn due to a number of limitations in the literature to date. Most notably, the studies had relatively small sample sizes, often lacked a control group, failed to report manipulation checks and consistently used potentially biased informants or non-blind behavioural observations to measure outcomes. There was also a lack of studies with longitudinal data, which are necessary to determine whether AAI is a temporary fix or a long-term strategy30. The literature may also be subject to a file-drawer effect, whereby studies that fail to achieve positive outcomes are filed away instead of published. Finally, drawing unified conclusions from current research is complicated by the variability in intervention methodology—including session format, length, duration and the type of animal involved. The studies to date on AAI with domestic animals and horses therefore highlight potential benefits for individuals with autism, but require further, more rigorous evaluation before widespread implementation can be adopted.

**Dolphins**

There has been increasing controversy in recent years surrounding the use of dolphins in AAI, also known as dolphin-assisted therapy. Although its allure has not evaded popular media, the scientific basis for its implementation is notably weak. A review of the literature indicates that no empirical
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Service animals

Service animals have traditionally been employed to assist disabled persons in specific daily tasks prevented by their disability, such as seeing-eye dogs for the blind or hearing dogs for the deaf. Recently, organisations have begun to certify a new stream of service animals specifically trained to assist individuals with autism. Unlike therapy animals involved only in isolated treatment sessions, service animals remain with clients throughout the day. The primary function of an autism service dog is to provide safety and security by preventing children with autism from bolting or running off without notice, and yet psycho-social benefits have also been proposed.

A small number of qualitative studies have been conducted on service animals for autism. One study reported an increased sense of safety, security and independence for the child with autism, as well as decreased stress for both the children with autism and their caregivers. Another study found that the service dog provided social facilitation within the family as well as improved socio-emotional communication; however, the study was limited by a small sample size and the potential bias of the researcher acting as the observer.

Future directions

The professional community has acknowledged the potential utility of AAI and service animals for autism, but as this review demonstrates, it is too early to draw decisive conclusions about their efficacy. The primary reason is the scarcity of robust empirical research. An important area for further research will be to attend to potential biases. The positive picture of animals and autism, painted by the media, may influence people's perceptions of therapeutic outcomes. On the one hand, alluring images in the media may lead to positive expectancy biases, particularly among parents who are often desperate for positive treatment outcomes. Alternatively, glorified media representations of AAI may engender unrealistic expectations of animals as a magical cure for autism. For example, families and caregivers with unrealistically high expectations often fail to appreciate the realistic and measurable benefits that are offered from therapeutic interventions with animals. In order to minimise these biases, future researchers should routinely incorporate blind behavioural ratings where possible.
It is also important to note that although animals may provide a motivating stimulus to enhance social functioning in some children with autism, they may not be universally beneficial in this population due to the varied nature of autism as a spectrum disorder. For example, anecdotal evidence indicates that for some individuals with autism with sensory issues, the smells and sounds of animals are too overwhelming to allow for positive and beneficial interaction. Future HAI research should focus on the specific characteristics of the human, the animal and the interaction that lead to the most effective outcomes.

Conclusions
Although there is a popular notion of extraordinary outcomes from HAI in autism, surprisingly little research has been conducted. A preliminary body of literature indicates that individuals with autism appear to seek out and benefit from interactions with animals. The largest portion of research on animals and autism has focused on AAI through brief, weekly sessions, which appear to increase social functioning, as demonstrated through increased social awareness, increased social interaction and decreased social isolation, increased social motivation and increased social skills and behaviours, in children with autism. Additional findings include increased general motivation, increased language and communication, increased focus or decreased inattention and decreased problem behaviours. The provision of service animals for autism may provide similar benefits, with parent-reported outcomes including increased safety, independence and socio-emotional functioning, and corroborating parent-report and physiological data may indicate decreases in stress. Increases in prosocial behaviours may also be elicited by companion animals.

However, despite predominantly positive outcomes, the current literature is limited by small sample sizes, few controls and often non-blind observation and informant reports. It can therefore be interpreted as a promising basis upon which to build a genuinely rigorous program of research into the potential benefits of including animals in autism treatment services.

In summary, reported improvements from AAI have been primarily anecdotal; however, a nascent body of empirical research suggests that there may be positive social functioning outcomes for some children with autism following HAI. Ultimately, although current findings may not fulfill the magical images enthusiastically portrayed in the media, the use of AAI and service animals does appear to provide a potentially efficacious addition to current autism treatment practices and is therefore deserving of further investigation.
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Some children with autism have been reported to have an increased sense of independence because of their interactions with the autism service dog.[11]. Adults. As with hearing dogs for the deaf, the dogs may be trained to alert their handler to important noises or other things requiring human intervention, such as smoke or a smoke alarm, a crying baby, a telephone ringing, or a knock at the door. For an autistic person, it may not be immediately obvious which of the many external stimuli is the urgent one requiring their immediate attention. "Review of current evidence and future directions in animal-assisted intervention for children with autism" (PDF). OA Autism. 10 (1): 1â€“5. ^ Service Dog Central - Tasks for Autism Service Dogs Retrieved on January 28, 2008. In this review, I explore the current literature on animal-assisted intervention for autism, synthesise relevant findings for clinical practice and present targeted directions for future research. Research suggests positive social functioning outcomes for some children with autism following human-animal interaction. The use of animal-assisted intervention and service animals appear to provide a valuable addition to current autism treatment practices and therefore are worthy of further investigation. Animal-assisted intervention for children with autism. Abstract. Introduction. Animal-assisted therapy (AAT) is considered an effective treatment model to use with a variety of populations and conditions, from autism to substance abuse, due to its flexible nature. As an integrative model, it often incorporates core modalities such as psychodynamic psychotherapy, cognitive behavioral therapy, psychodynamic psychotherapy and Gestalt therapy. This study seeks to provide evidence of these benefits relative to physiological variables-heart rate and blood pressure-as well as a subjective variable, namely anxiety. The brief history and current applications of AAT as an effective adjunct treatment option will be discussed. Including animals in play therapy with young children and families. Children with Asperger Syndrome do not show general impairments in language or overall cognitive development, although impairments in visual-motor skills and pragmatic (social) language are common. 4. Pervasive Developmental Disorder - Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) The diagnosis of PDD-NOS is appropriate when there is severe and pervasive. The Autism Society of America estimates that the lifetime cost of caring for a child with an autism spectrum disorder ranges from $3.5 million to $5 million. Based on these estimates, the United States is facing almost $90 billion annually in costs for autism spectrum disorders. Review of ASD interventions completed by Simpson and his colleagues.